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Key demographic of General Pants: Aussie Gen Z who want on-trend 
apparel with an edge. 

Most of Gen Z believe that brands have an obligation to be 
sustainable in their practices. Majority of this demographic is 
aware of the general issues surrounding climate change and the 
environment but may not know the details and links between 
fashion and climate change. They prefer buying sustainable 
garments, however, as young people, they rely on fast fashion for 
cheap, on-trend clothing which leds to excessive amounts of waste 
and encourages the production of unsustainable fibres such as 
polyester. However, this desire for cheap clothing has also led to 
some shopping for used and second-hand garments which helps 
prevent those garments from ending up in landfill.

research

The production of manufactured fibres such as polyester 
and elastane (among others) have harmful impacts on the 
environment as they are made from petroleum sources and like 
plastic, they will never completely breakdown, polluting our 
land and water. The use of microfibres which are predominately 
polyester, means tiny microfibres end up in the ocean when the 
garments are put to wash. 

The production of conventional cotton also has its issues with the 
immense levels of water needed to grow it as well as the use of 
pesticides which leech into the soil and end up in the water as run 
off. To make a regular pair of blue jeans, around 7600L of water is 
used. 

The typical dyeing process in today’s world also has hazardous 
impacts on the environment. The dyes pollute the waterways 
around the factory and physically change their colour. The flora 
and fauna in these waterways are then deprived of sunlight and 
oxygen as the dye blocks it. There is a saying, “you know the 
colour in fashion next season by colour of the rivers in China “. 
Many of the people who live near these waterways have lower 
life expectancies. The mordants used for synthetic dyes  such as 
chromium or aluminum are also bad for the environment and 
are dangerous for human health as they waste water, negatively 
impact local ecosystems and poison drinking water. The toxic 
waste of the dyeing process is not often regulated and contains 
hazardous chemicals, some of which are carcinogenic. The dyeing 
process also uses large amounts of water. In relation to denim, 
the synthetic indigo used to dye it isn’t good for the environment 
either as it pollutes the ecosystems in waterways. 

Distressed denim is created by a process called sandblasting, 
however, this process causes many harmful, incurable lung issues 
within the factory workers. 

In Australia alone, approximately 800,000 tonnes of textiles are 
thrown in landfill each year. As a nation, we are the 2nd largest 
consumer of textiles which is concerning considering our relatively 
low population. It can take 200 years for garments to decompose 
in landfill and during that time they release the greenhouse gas 
methane into the air and the toxic chemicals in dye can leach into 
the groundwater. Before even being made into garments,  
approximately 15% of fabric used by the fashion industry is wasted. 
Natural fibres can break down and decompose, however, landfill 
isn’t the right location for decomposition. Wool releases a type of 
ammonia in landfill. Much of the cause of this excessive waste is due 
to fast fashion. 



My intention behind this project is to create a garment that is the statement of an outfit in order to 
start conversation about the environmental and ethical issues within the fashion industry and in 
particular, raise awareness on the drastic impacts of producing denim. Sustainable and circular practice 
within fashion is extremely important in order to ensure we are taking care of the planet. Resources 
are finite and eventually will run out so in order to continue to create new things, a circular system 
needs to be in place so that textiles can go back to the Earth, and we can use it from the beginning 
of the cycle again. This includes creating with sustainable materials but also having clean production 
of textiles. If we stay on the path we are currently running down, which includes rapidly expending 
non-renewable sources, polluting the water and land, destroying ecosystems and over-consuming, 
we won’t have a world left to design for. On a personal level, as a young person just starting my own 
journey in the world, issues of sustainability are extremely important to me as it directly impacts my 
future and so many others. Issues like fast fashion are plaguing the world with unethical treatment of 
workers as well as unethical treatment of the Earth. The environmental consequences of fast fashion 
are: land pollution with many garments being thrown out with as little as seven wears; air pollution 
in the carbon emissions produced in manufacturing and when natural fibres sit in landfill; water 
pollution in the manufacturing of dyes and mordants as well as in the pesticide infused run-off during 
the growing of cotton; excessive water-consumption when growing cotton and when dyeing textiles. 
There are also numerous health and ethical issues within the fast fashion industry as well. Currently, 
there are solutions for these problems within the fashion industry but there is a lack of awareness and 
commitment from companies and individuals alike to properly implement these solutions. I hope 
through my redesigned denim garment, I can help bring awareness to these issues, especially within 
the General Pants demographic of on-trend Gen Z who may not be aware of the full impact the fashion 
industry has on climate change.

design research statement



m o o d b o a r d



General Pants customers tend to be very on-trend and like a bit of edginess in their clothing 
so in order to appeal to this demographic, I have catered my design thinking in this project 
to reflect an edgy, trendy aesthetic but still contain a strong environmental message. My 
own personal style very much fits in with this and I am someone who cares deeply for 
the environment so I drew on this in the creation of my moodboard and in my intented 
message. 

The top left image represents the large number of denim products that end up in landfill 
and the image direction on the right shows the impact of dyes on the water. The images of 
jeans being wringed out and the ocean represent the immense water usage it takes to grow 
cotton, dye the fabrics and in the other stages of production. These issues remained at the 
forefront of my mind when designing and creating my garment. 

The image in the top right corner is to encourage innovative and interesing ways to upcycle 
denim in order to repurpose waste. The image directly below is a representation of our 
planet and encourages us to be gentle and take care of it. 

The waves crashing in the image of the ocean reminded me of the frayed distressed edges 
of denim, hence the images of ripped jeans and frayed panel jeans. I incorporated neon 
images to help develop an edgy vibe in the moodboard. 

moodboard explanation



final design

Wide leg pants made from patches of old denim garments. There are 5 different washes of denim 
that make up the patchwork on the legs and the waistband. The side seam, the inseam and the 
crotch seam are finished with flat-felled seams. The patches are sewn wrong sides together so 
the raw edges are on the right side of the garment and are frayed to create a soft, furry texture. 
The side leg slit is finished with a double rolled hem. The hem of the garment is overlocked and 
folded up. 
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materials used

100% cotton lightweight denim skirt from a 
Salvation Army store. 

98% cotton and 2% elastane jeans 
donated by a friend. 

Cotton/elastance blend jeans from a 
Vinnies store. 

Old button found at home 
in button collection stash. 

7-inch zipper 
taken from the 

above jeans 
donated by a 

friend. 



materials used

98% cotton and 2% elastane jeans donated 
by a family member. 

100% cotton jeans from Vinnies. 

100% cotton calico from the toiles 
of previous projects. Used for the 
side seam, cut-away pocket lining. 

The old denim 
garments cut up 
into squares for 

patchwork. 

I used the Simplicity 
S8701 pattern in the 

creation of my pants, 
however, I modified 
the original pattern 
to accomodate my 

design and sizing 
needs. 



Using the inspiration from my moodboard and research and following the design 
brief, I endeavoured to create a ready-to-wear garment appropriate for Summer 2022 
and General Pants customers. I used 100% upcycled materials in the creation of my 
patchwork jeans. 

I envision this garment to be worn as the statement piece of an outfit, acting as a 
conversation prompt. Through conversation, I hope the garment can help bring more 
awareness about the environmental and ethical issues plagueing fashion industry and 
specifically the issues surrounding the production of denim. 

The different shades of blue link back to the ocean and immense amount of water 
used in the production of conventional cotton, in the dyeing process and the overall 
construction of denim garments. The frayed edges of the patchwork resemble the 
crashing waves of the ocean, once again linking to the over-consumption of water 
during manufacturing of denim. The fraying also adds an edgy element to the design, 
appealing to the General Pants demographic. The slits on the sides create some 
breathing room which is necessary for the Summer season as well as contribute to the 
trendy, edgy aesthetic of the garment. The patchwork technique is also a very on-trend 
element of the design. 

final garment explanation
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